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SOUGHT

The president's office reports
that correspondence and negotiations over MCG faculty positions
are being carried on with a num·
ber of prominent men throughout
the country to meet the demands
of MCG expansion. Several ap·
pointments await only the official
approval of the Board of Regents
and that action is expected momentarily The appointments wili
be listed in The Cadaver when thE
regents have given the official nod
of affirmation.
Dr Frank Vil. Quattlebaum, MCG
Class of '39 and past clinical in
structor in surgery at the University of Minnesota, has resigned a
position on the MCG faculty wh ~c h
he had accepted only a few months
ago. Last month Dr Quattlebaum
withdrew his application as professor and chairman of the department of surgery

ADMISSIONS
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The Department of Admissions
revealed to The Cadaver that
aoout seventy of the one hundred
sixty applicants for next year'o
freshman class have been interviewed. Approximately thirty of
these have been offered places in
the hundred-man class. January 15
is the deadline for applications. Although the number of interviews
granted to date may seem small,
it was stated that the number of
applications currently received is
comparable to that of previous
years.

ETMH OPERATION
DISCUSSED BY MAG

•
t

The House of Delegates of tho
Medical Association of Georgia was
slated to have a called meeting in
Macon, Sunday bee. 12, to consider the plans of operation of the Eugene Talmadge Memorial Hos:µital.
Drs. Pund and Payne were to be
present.
The proposed operational policies- as reported in the last issue
of The Cadaver- have been previously approved in principle by the
state Board of Regents following
approval of the Council of the
MAG, State Board of Health, Richmond County Medical Society, and
the Hospital Authority of the Uni( Continued on page 4)
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Christmas, 1954 ! That grand season of deep religious significance,
holiday festivities, and freedom
from classroom, lab, and ward is
just about with us again.
Holidays begin early this year
for the juniors who will be lea,·ing
the 18th of December Seniors w ill

CONSTRUCTION ON
SCHEDULE

The contractors report that work
on the great new MCG medical center is going according to plan. This
comes from Dr
Rufus Payne,
E'TMH d irector Dr Payne further
says that the nurses' homes, the
interns' quarters, the acoholks'
hospital, and the educational section of ETMH are virtually completed. The educational sectionconsisting of two auditoriums and
many classrooms-will probably be
in use by February ur March of
the coming year
Nursing students will !E0ve into
the new nursing homes in March
1956. Students of the first class are
already receiving pre-clinical nursing instruction at Athens and at
other colleges over the State.

GRANTS APPROVED

Two grants have been approved
by the National Institute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases at the
National Institute of Health in
Bethesda, Maryland. Both grants
were issued to Dr Floyd R. Skelton, research professor in pathol
ogy The first grant, valued at $7,500, is for the study of "Histopathological and Histochemical Studies
of the Adrenal Cortex of the Rat
Under Various Experimental Conditions." The second grant, given
as $5,699, is allowed for study of
the "Role of Steroids in the Pathogenesis of Hypertension."

CAMPUS PARTIES

..
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The IFC has really done itself
proud recently with two whambang all-campus parties. The first
affair was a pre-Thanksgiving celebration held November 23 at the
Phi Chi house. The second party
was a Christmas whingding on December 11 at the AKK stronghold.
We're lookjng forward to more like
'em.
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follow after classes on the 22nd ,
and freshmen and sophomores on
the 23rd. All classes will resume
J anuary 3.
To one and all The Cadaver staff
sends out the season s greetings,
and a wish for a Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year 1

SPORTS

T'he Medical College of Georgia
basketball team has played four
games to date in the City League,
winning two and losing two for a
0.500 record. Ably coached this season by Clyde Harrison and Mike
Grantham, the "Medics" have been
featuring three freshmen in starring roles
namely Burt Swartz,
Bud Avret, and George Van Giesen. The squad dropped the opening game to Belmont, 32-39, then
roared back to cop the next two
from Skinners, 79-46, and Bentley
49-38, before bowing to a powerful
Dupont five , 37-60.
The team plays on Monday or
Thursday evening of eacJ:i week at
the Chafee Gym on Broad Street.
All MCG students are urged to attend as many games as the.f possibly can in order to give the home
forces a little support.
Four game totals show the following individual scoring
Harrison
55
Swartz
53
Van Giesen
23
Avret
21
Newsom
17
Grantham
11
Arnold
6
Pollock
5
Anderson
4
Lawrence
4
Wade
1
Not all of the above men have
been present at each of the games
due to the pressure of school work.
It is hoped that more students will
come out for the quintet so that
the necessary depth will be in evidence at all games. Need a li cti.e
exercise?

A.EI

AEI members held their annual
Christmas party December 12 at
the home of the president, Ruth
Thomas. Gifts were collected for
the children at Gracewood. At the
December meeting the president
announced the appointment of Dr
Alva Faulkner and Dr Oarol Pryor
as faculty advisors.
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THETA INITIATES

December 18 is a big day for the
Theta pledges. That's the date
scheduled for their initiation into
the Gamma Kappa Chapter of Theta Kappa Psi. The initiates inelude Jack Atha, Don Fite, Shelton Gresham, Charles Gammon,
Bill Morton, Morris Davis, Bob
Richardson, Tommy Crews, Clyde
Tanner Bill Bridges, Billy Newton,
Gene Pollack, Don Thomas, and
Ray Sowell. An elaborate banquet
is planned following initiation ceremonies with full attendance by
brothers and many alumni. A house
party and dance with music furnished by "The Four Steps of
Rhythym" will round out the evening and early morning. A featured
event of the party will be a hi ;arious skit presented by the Theta
wives.

JUNIOR CLASS ELECTS

At a recent class meeting the
juniors elected the following as officers for '54-'55 Steve May president
Lamar Murray, vice-president
Luceil Bauer
secretarytreasurer Bill Cherry and Jack Affleck were elected last year as permanent
Student-Faculty Council
representatives.

PHI CHI NEWS

Annual formal initiation of the
new Phi Chi pledges was held at
the fraternity house on Saturday
afternoon, December 18th. President Morris Dalton presided over
the impressive candlelight ceremony
Twenty-eight new brothers
were welcomed into the fold, the
largest group initiated by the Alpha Phi Sigma chapter since the
Great War Immediately followin g
the initiation, the Phi Chi Wives
Club was host to the brothers,
dates, etc. at their monthly supper, serving delicious ham with all
the Christmas trimmings. Following this, the annual Phi Chi Christmas Party and Dance got under
way Old Santa was there with
presents for all- brothers, alumni,
wives, and dates. A terrific combo,
assembled by social chairman
Bob Cable, kept couples jumping
around the big tree. All in all it
was one swell evening.
The PC Wives' Club has been
very active this year Twice monthly they meet at the house for
bridge, canasta, and light refreshments.
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EDITORIAL
Fortunate is the man who has a
good general knowledge of history
and particularly fortunate is the
one who is aware of his heritage.
Along that line we've recently been
considering running a few articles
on the past glories and achievements, etc. of MCG. The problem
is to find and edit the necessary
material. Luckily
however
we
have a gentleman in our midst who
has an excellent knowledge of the
past goings on of MCG and we
have tentatively "contracted" Dr
G. Lombard Kelly our president
emeritus, to write a series of such
articles for The Cadaver
If all
goes well the first article will be
in the next issue of The Cadaver
If enough interest can be aroused,
i.e., if we can get some writers
lined up, we should also like to
run a "Know Your Fraternity" type
series consisting of brief sk etches
of the various fraternities at MCG.

was lying in the sack in the
Stork Club, supinely comfortable,
reading a sex book. Business had
been kind of slow that week- three
deliveries, four precipitations, and
one flying catch. The last patient
had just gone home and the juniors had been summoned to Lamar
Four to play patty cake with a
flaccid uterus. The calm of the autumn evening was disturbed only
by the barking of doomed dogs in
the Newton Building and the soft
patter of Dr Barblatt's feet eagerly searching for a donor
The silence of the evening was
shattered by the clanging of the
telephone. I sprang from the bed,
my right hand falling automatically upon the handle of m y trusty
Torpin insufflator. Reaching the
telephone, I grabbed the receiver
and spoke crisply
"Maternity
shelter Cash speaking."
A timid boyish voice inquired,
"ls this the Stork Club?"
I slammed down the receiver
My partner "Prolapse" Simpson,
leisurely rolled over and inquired
as to who requested whom and for
what purpose. " Just another damn
freshman wanting to see a delivery " I muttered. "Give 'em three
years and you couldn't get 'em
here with a bulldozer"
Simpson sighed. "You know
used to be eager once."
"Really? What happened?"
"I got called down one night for
a stat t.b. culture. Oh well, we
were all young once."
I sauntered over to the manikin
and with a casual flick of my social
finger spent several pleasant moments fiddling with the six cm.
cervix, and then after looking cautiously over each shoulder and under the bed (you never know about
the residents) I hurriedly applied
the busted outlet forceps to a battered dummy fetus and carefully
extracted it from a sponge rubber
perineum which had long since
lost its substance to the ravages of
time and med students.
The phone rang again. I grabbed
it. "Stork Club. Who is speaking,
please?"
"This here is Carrie Mae Upchuck. I lives at 838 13th Ave. and
I can't make it to the Stork Club.
Will y'all come out, and hurry
please?"
Pressed for time and sensing her
urgency I asked two questions
"Have you been coming to clinic?
No? Do you have ten dollars? Yes?
We're on the way!"
Simpson tossed me the home de-

Several complaints voiced by a
number of juniors and seniors have
been overheard during the past
quarter expressing varying degrees of dissatisfaction with the
professional attitude and conduct
of a few (we hope it's a few) Lamar student nurses on the wards .
These complaints include impudence, poor discipline, and inefficiency
Such breaches of proper
professional conduct are to be severely condemned and should be
subject to immediate correction by
the proper authorities. If the complaints are true (and we have no
reason to doubt most of them) it's
just about time for the situation to
be remedied in the interests of all
concerned. It should be emphasized that most of us are fully
aware of the high calibre of the
majority of nursing students and
graduates we dislike the profes- gation may be in order Subversive activities may be going on.
sional ineptitude of the few
Perhaps that popular senator Joe
Either the freshman have be- McCarthy of hurt elbow fame,
come fanatically dedicated auto- should be notified. Then again, if
matons or the gross department those sleepless scholars are actualhas added some hellish new fea- ly learning anatomy with such ratures. We refer to the fact that ev- bid zeal, the surgery department
ery night or just about every night, should be notified without delay It
including week-ends, for lo these would be an absolutely intolerable
many weeks the dissecting lab in situation if these freshmen reach
the new administration building the junior year remembering anyhas been ablaze with light until thing about anatomy Tradition
ungodly hours and apparently oc- must be preserved. On the serious
cupied by a fair number of fantas- side, The Cadaver rattles its old
tically ambitious freshmen. Come, bones in approval of such scholarnow those orals in gross can't be ly endeavor and hopes by this time
that bad- or can they? An investi- that the storm of orals is past.

"Man, Dig That Crazy Shower." (First Time o,n Surgery).
livery kit, I grabbed for a pass ing cm. cord just out of reach of a
nurse- missing as usual- and be- · rather hungry appearing can:ne.
gan my mission of mercy
The loving husband ( ?) stood nearRoaring through the usual cha- by inquiring anxiously He wanted
otic congestion of the hospital area . to know when she could g et back
I gunned onto Gwinnett, making a to work. Payments on the n ew car
beautiful scream ~ n g two-wheeled and 27 inch television set would
turn on 15th (no hands and then soon be due.
across vVrightsboro Road and over
With calmness and delib eration
the railroad tracks. I plunged on- born of confidence and training I
ward relentlessly never slowing catheterized the baby burp ed the
except for a few brief seconds to mother and would have clamped
gaze with ecstasy at the s oft moon- and cut the father's cord if he ha.d
light making graceful shadows not had h is shorts on backwards.
over the vast expanse of the city
Hemorrhage was minim,-.=Ll-•not
dump. I found the right house with more than 30 00· cc. or so of blood
ease, being unerringly directed by on the floor Follo-wing always the
the imploring outcries of the pa- concensus of competent op11110n
tient, stopped my craft, grabbed the and with the innate wisdom of the
delivery kit, and dashed boldly experienced clinician, I boiled
through a horde of howling dogs some water, washed my hands, colto the scene of the blessed event. lected ten dollars, and stepped out
The room was magnificent. At into the night. Mission accomthe far end was a large fireplace plished. Job well done.
with a cheery fire of burning battery cases throwing out flickering
Said the nanny goat to the bill y
light, pleasant warmth, and toxic goat "You can go as far a s you
particles for all to enjoy Along the want to, tall dark and stinky- just
wall lay eight previous chapters don't kid me, that's all. "
from the annals of the Stork Club.
The Lamar Four edition, now fourteen years old, was out back with
"Riches," quoted the professor
her boy friend drumming up new "take unto themselves wings and
work for her place of origin. My fly away Now what kind of riches
patient lay on a high bed in one does this great writer mean?"
corner with her babe in her arms " Ost-riches," answered the preand tlie placenta swinging on a 50 med.
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ROUNDMANSHIP

Henry Jacob Bulfinch '56
They think that they shall be heard for their much speaking.
Second of a Series
(Matthew, VI, 7)
11
FRONTROWMANSH IP

The Frontrowman occupies a key
position in the structure of Rounds .
His place is more than to sit in
judgment he represents continuity and accumulated wisdom. This
s to be scattered among the pilgrims who have come to learn. At
the same time, he must defend his
place among his peers and guard
himself from the Houseman. His
techniques are many
The authority and stature of a
Frontrowman are often demonstrated by the degree with which he
undertakes to converse with his
neighbor while a case is being presented or another individual is discussing it. In effect, he creates a
diversion. If this is aimed at the
Houseman, it can be made most effective by inclining one's head towards a neighbor looking the
Houseman directly in the eye and
asking in a stage whisper "What'S'
this boy's name?" The answer
Don't know- must be a striker.,"
virtually assures triumph.
A very useful form of Diversionship is to whisper to one' s neighbor in tones inaudible even to him
some witticism of any quality followed immediately by a loud chortle or scarcely subdued laugh. The
neighbor can only nod his head vigorously and smile wanly The impre ssion, however will have been
created among the Housemen and
the Rowmen alike that some priceless th~ng has been said or done
which they in their dull-witted or
inattentive state have failed to appreciate.
There is the technique for capturing the center of the verbal
stage by the judicious interruption.
This requ:'.res finesse that comes of
years of experience and should be
done in a way that the other members of the audience relish . Perhaps the surest method is that of
the interrogative sentence. This is
a question which during its first
few words sounds as if the asker
were really requesting information. A deft Frontrowman, however can easily without drawing
breath, allow the words to reorient
themselves so that instead of asking, they tell. Thus, if a patient has
had necrosis of a colonic suture
line following resection, one can
say
"Knowing very little about
these matters, I should like to ask
whether you don't think it is wise
to examine the bowel near the resection edge for pulsating vessels? One thereby creates the effect that (1) he knows a great deal
about these matters (2) that with
razor sharpness he has come
straight to the heart of the matter
No positive statement on the
part of a Houseman or Secondrowman should be allowed to pass
without some qualification by a
Frontrowman. This can often best
be done by citing from one's own
experience examples of somewhat
similar cases which really have little bearing on the subject at all.
For instance, if a patient is presented as an example of the benefits of a given treatment A, the

deft Frontrowman will not discuss
treatment A (with which indeed
he has had no experience) but
merely treatment B, the method
long established as the best, although not always adequate, one.
Complete denial of a positive
statement made by a Junior is
best handled by Distortionship.
After a judicious interruption, the
Frontrowman proceeds sonorously
down the verbal stage with a deftnite sequence of moves
(1) expression of great interest in what
Doctor Doe has said
(2) direct
misstatement of Doctor Doe's argument prefaced by "If I understand
you corre ctly"
(3) entire agreement with the revised, mirror-image version of Dr Doe's argument.
An authoritative impression of
good fellowship is thus created except in Dr Doe, whose meaning
having been exactly reversed by
Dr Frontrowman, realizes that he
has been had again.
The courageous and righteous
castigation of the Houseman for
some minor error in the handling
of a case is always effective in ereating an impression though it can
only be done by One Who Has Arrived. The Frontrowman, however
must be continually en garde lest
he is being mouse-trapped into a
display of platitudes. A method of
correction that invariably succeeds
is to read from the record any significant item which, in his presentation, the Houseman has failed to
incorporate, or has quoted incorrectly Much can be gained by an
obviously careful perusal of a patient's new or old, record, with an
occasional aside to one's benchmate. Unless the Houseman is exceedingly well briefed in the case
at hand, or has taken the precaution to see that the record has not
fallen into the hands of a known
Record-Reader (see Sec. A., Part I,
Housemanship) he can usually be
put completely off balance.
Humility has many u ses to the
:H 'rontrowman. Should a Backrowman ask a question that defies answer the alert Frontrowman will
hesitate, verbally, to reply to the
question. Then, while pleading
nolo, he will mail another Frontrowman by tossing the ball directly in his lap, thus "Perhaps Doctor Throop would be willing to answer that question since he knows
more about these matters than I."
Dr Throop, of course, does not,
but feels impelled to say something. This thoroughly discredits
him for the balance of the Rounds
and Frontrowman A emerges as
the humble handservant of Truth.
The Backrowman is more confused
than ever and wishes that he had
not asked the question. The whole
episode serves to discourage further questions from the Backrowmen and thus a proper Aura
Roundsealis is preserved.
A successful gambit may be occasionally achieved by complimenting the Houseman and his associates effusively on the management of a case. This is particularly effective if the patient really

represents a rather mediocre result of what is, at best, a questionable form of treatment. The Frontrowman should purposely misinterpret the result to be an excellent
one. This oste1rnibly magnanimous
maneuver creates a sense of uneasiness in the Houseman who
knows the result is not a good one,
knows
that
the
Frontrowman
knows, and cannot understand his
motive in using the Patronship
play
There is one prestige maneuver
namely Camaraderieship, that is
of great utility In essence, Frontrowman A, finding himself cornered in argument with colleague B,
quotes as his authority leading figures in other medical capitals
whom he refers to by their nicknames, thus "When I was last in
London, Archie Heneage told me
that he had given up cutting the
stem cryptoleus and relies entirely upon drainage through the ptyaloid apparatu s." The drawback to
this form of play is obvious. Frontrowman B, having been given the
green light, may be able to quote
celebrities faster than A. If play is
then conducted along these lines,
much prestige may be lost by both
A and B as nicknames fly back and
forth like pillows in a pillow fight.
A surer form of Camaraderieship
is to introduce a member of the
international set to the front row
If this figure can then be lured into
making a few suitable obscure remarks or will, at the appropriate
moments, nod and grunt knowingIy his sponsor has indeed scored.
Ill

Page Three
to look pleasant and relaxed and
to say very little. He should , however, fill in the awkward gaps in
the proceedings which occasionally
occur by telling of an interesting
case with which he has just been
confronted . This should never be
done with an air that would lead
anyone to suspect that such cases
are not often seen in this large
teaching center It should be accompanied by an earnest attitude
as if seeking guidance and advice.
Since no advice will be forthcoming the remarks should be brief.
The Fourthfioorman's contribution to Rounds should be preserved as a very special one. He has
come to deliver a Message and the
Message will be good. He should
come to Rounds early and be discovered checking formulae that he
has put upon the board by doing
quick calculations in the corner using Greek letters and a slide rule.
A bit of unusual apparatus which
blinks balefully and which emits
(Continued on page 4)

AN OFFICE NEAR YOU!
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SECONDROWMANSHIP

The Secondrowman may be considered a larval stage. He will fall
into one of three categories assistant surgeons of the regular
staff, middle-aged regular attendants at Rounds who possess considerable stature in their own "outside" community and Fourthfloormen.* (*It is recognized that this
term may be a local one and perhaps Researchman, or even, as
some have suggested , Trainedsealman, might be more appropriate.
However the "Fourth Floor" is so
distinctive a place, the author has
cho sen to preserve this terminology ) The Secondrowman operates
according to the general rules of
order laid down for his seniors.
Thus he may create a diversion,
interrupt, qualify distort, be humble or expound.
T'he Secondrowman ordinarily
should be humble, with one exception to be noted later
Thus he
should apologize for the presentation of one of his cases in some
such manner as "I thought at the
last minute that it would be worthwhile to bring this patient down
since he perhaps illustrates one or
two interesting points." This creates the impression that in the
rush of practice 'he has been able
to gather his wits long enough to
recognize a problem when he sees
one, but not long enough to prepare a discussion of it. The discussion which follows must be carefully given in a halting and hesitating manner so as not to betray
the two hours of rehearsal which
had been secretly devoted to it the
night before.
The Secondrowman, middle-agedregular attendant type, is expected

UNIVERSITY
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Here's a new series of various
sayings that were Overheard hither, yon and sometimes in the interim.
Overheard in the clinic
(Student Nurse) "What are the Junior
students studying now?" "Nothing," replied one of the anthropomorphic R.N's. "They have learnt
all about O.B., Surgery and Medicine. All they've got left to learn
is not to bother patients with
them."
Overheard in Surgery class
(Student to professor) "Which is
the better procedure of the two,
perineal or retropubic prostatectomy ?" (Professor) "If we consider
the merits of the perineal approach and those of the retropubic,
and ask ourselves which one of the
two is the better we m.ust decidedly answer in the affirmative.
Any more questions?"
, Overheard in Biochemistry
(Professor) "Mr Schlub, what can
tou tell me about nitrates?" (StuQ.ent Schlub) "Well, uh, they're a
lot cheaper than day rates!"
Overheard in the Dental unit
(Spira speaks) "Your teeth have
so many cavities that you talk
with an echo!"
Overheard on O.B. ward
."'Don't you ever shrink from his
unending lovemaking?" "Nawsuh,
Doctor on the contraries, ah jest
seems tuh gits bigger an bigger '"
i Overheard after Physiology final
"I like finals when they're not
over my head!" (Bedraggled companion) "Yeah, that's the way I
feel about pigeons!"
Overheard on Medicine ward
(Patient who has just discovered
that there are no bathrooms in
University Hospital) "Why this is
uncanny!"
Overheard at campus party
' lLesh go home now " " 'Fraid to,
wife'll shmell m breath." "Hell,
hol' your breath." "Can't. Sh'too
strong."
Overheard in hall, two Negro orderlies arguing
"Boy Ise the
blackest nigger in de world. One
of dese hyer doctors took some of
mah blood and used it in his fountim pen." "You ain't so black.
'r'other night I et some beans for
supper and de nex morning when I
wakes up de room am full of soot!"
Overheard in Newton Building
"Aw that crum he has no
taste at all. Why you know what
he'd do if he found a fifty-cent
piece?"
"What?" "He' d marry her that's

LAKE VIEW PHARMACY
SUMERAU'S
"Open 24 Hours a Day"
1800 Broad St.
Phone 3-4495
Augusta, Ga.

what!"

in a certain hotel
"Do many strangers settle
around here?" (Clerk) "They all
settle, son. An them what ain't got
no more luggage with them than
you and your wife got, has to settle in advance."
Overheard in L.M.D's office
"As a beginning secretary, what is
my salary?" (Dr F'o gg) "Thirty a
week, with pleasure." "Look, Doc,
with pleasure will cost you forty a
week."
Overheard in Pediatrics
"Lizzie, why do you call your new baby Paderewski ?" "Well suh, Doctor he's the pianist one of them
all."
Overheard

McKIE S
1

Service Station

WASHING, LUBRICATING
TIRES AND
ACCESSORIES

Augusta, Georgia
ROUNDMANSHIP

(Continued from page 3)
ominous
and
cosmic
tickling
sounds can create a superb atmosphere of suspense and anticipation.
The Message must be a crisp one.
It need not instruct. It need not be
clear But it must be authoritative.
Camaraderieship is usually out of
place, but there should b8 implied
a complete familiarity with and
mild contempt for other prominent
workers in the field, their co -workers and their laboratories.
If the Message has been delivered correctly
there will and
should be no discussion. An admiring silence will ensue, broken only
by the Houseman jouncing in the
next patient, who, if the Fourthft.oorman has arranged things properly should represent the most
banal of problems such as a case
of appendicitis treated by appendectomy
IV
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"Say Doc, that stuff you gave me
don't grow hair so good, but look
at these damned bumps all over
my head." "My God , I've made a
terrible mistake. This is bust developer"
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CLOTHES OF THE

BACKROWMANSHIP

Dairy Products
Backrowmanship, as has been
implied above, is merely the art of
A
sitting still.
Division of THE BORDEN CO.
The End.
(Bulfinch is to be warmly conIf a 5 x 5 man married a 4 x 4
gratulated on the publication of girl would they always have kids
this work for he has indeed per1x1?
formed a service for Medicine in
general and in particular for academic or Halls of Ivy Medicine.
With most of his concepts we are
in full accord. Although we are
certain the actual practice of
Roundmanship varies from one locality to the next, its fundamental
Hospital, Physicians
principle remains constant, i.e., if
Equipment and
you're not one up, you're one
Supplies
clown. Audentes fortuna ju vat!
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versity Hospital.
Administrative officials of MCG .
have given extensive considerat:on I
to the ethical and legal aspects of
hospital operation. Dr Pund stat.es
that they have made a thorough
study of the operational plans und
policies of the great majority of
medical schools in the U S.
Representatives of the administration have attended gatheriu g s
of seven of the ten district medical
societies in the state to explain the
policies of the new hospital.
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